1. Is Tangible Hydra-Peg FDA Approved?
YES, Tangible Hydra-Peg is cleared by the FDA with 510(k) approval number; #K161100.

2. What is Tangible Hydra-Peg?
Tangible Hydra-Peg is a Breakthrough Novel Coating Technology that Encapsulates the OPTIMUM GP Contact Lens Material lens in a thin-layer (30nm - 40nm, nanometers thick) of PEG-based Polymer (polyethylene glycol). Specifically designed to coat GP materials (lens) to overcome lens discomfort.

3. Is Tangible Hydra-Peg a Surface Treatment?
NO, Tangible Hydra-Peg is different than Plasma treated lenses. Tangible Hydra-Peg is a covalently (permanently) bonded COATING, a polymer mixture of polyethylene glycol for Rigid Gas Permeable contact lenses manufactured in the OPTIMUM GP materials.

4. Is Tangible Hydra-Peg Available On All Materials?
No, Tangible Hydra-Peg is only available on lenses manufactured in the Optimum GP material by Contamac, being the Optimum Comfort, Extra and Extreme.

5. How Thick is the Tangible Hydra-Peg Coating?
The distinct layer of polymer encapsulates the lens and the layer can be up to 40nm (40 nanometers) thick without any change to the underlying properties of the lens material.

6. What is Tangible Hydra-Peg Indicated for?
Tangible Hydra-Peg is indicated for lens wearers but especially designed for patients who experience ocular dryness or discomfort associated with contact lens wear, moderate or heavy depositors and scleral lens wearers.

7. What is the Lens Care Regimen for Tangible Hydra-Peg?
The lens care regime is the same as other premium contact lenses and should be cleaned and disinfected on a daily basis. The following five (5) solutions are approved: Unique pH by Menicon, Clear Care and Clear Care with HydraGlide hydrogen peroxide by Alcon, Optimum CDS by Lobob, and Boston Simplus by Bausch & Lomb. DO NOT use solutions that are alcohol based or possess abrasive cleaners.

8. How Long Does the Tangible Hydra-Peg Last?
With proper lens care regimen, Test data shows stability up to one (1) year.

9. What is the Warranty for Tangible Hydra-Peg?
Lenses with Tangible Hydra-Peg are warranted for one (1) year against deterioration in wettability.

10. How Much Does Tangible Hydra-Peg Cost?
Tangible Hydra-PEG cost $20 per lens. 50% discount for corneal lenses is being offered.
Key Selling Features and Benefits

*Tangible Hydra-Peg is the First contact lens coating technology in the world for Specialty Custom Lenses and with proper care and maintenance it can last (1 year), the life expectancy of your Specialty Custom contact lenses.*

Designed to Solve the Problem of Contact Lens Dis-Comfort by Increasing Wettability, Surface Water Retention, Tear Break-Up Time, and Lubricity (Less Depositions). Tangible Hydra-PEG Enables ECP’s to Satisfy Patients Over the Long Term and Focus on Fitting More Patient’s, Rather Than Refitting the Same Patients.

- Patients will notice an Increase in Wearing Time, a Comfortable Lens Wearing Experience and Convenience!
- ECP’s will Enjoy Elimination of Lens Returns Due to Non-Wetting Problems!

Key Benefit – Improved Surface Characteristics

- Highly Wettable … reduction in wetting angle of >50%
- Increased Lubricity (very lubricious) … the WOW factor!!!
- Increase in Surface Water Retention
- 90% water, hydrophilic surface (like a soft lens)
- Increase Tear Break-Up Time
- A More Wearable Lens for the Patient!